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Denmark as climate policy leader



The Danish Climate Law of 2019
• Headline:  70% emissions reductions by 2030 and climate neutrality by 2050

• Energy efficiency improvements (also broad electrification strategy,), ban on the sale of all new diesel and 
petrol cars from 2030, cooperation with other North Sea countries on offshore wind energy

• Minority government Social Democrats with supporting parties, Social Liberal Party (centrist), the 
Socialist People’s Party and the Red-Green Alliance. 

• Klimarådet – independent climate council composed by climate scientists.
• Energy policy report and climate programme to be submitted by the government to the 

parliament every year; parliamentary approval required
• New national climate targets to be established at least once every five years

• Can not be less ambitious than most recently set target (i.e. no backsliding)
• Chapter 4 Art 7.4 ‘if it cannot be deemed probable that the national climate targets will be reached, the 

minister for Climate, Energy and Utilities must in the climate programme present new initiatives with a 
reduction effort in the short term and initiatives with a reduction effort in the longer term, which together 
chart a path toward fulfilment of the national climate targets’





Climate programme 2020 
• Government estimates costs for reaching 2030 climate goals at around DKK16-24 billion (ca €3.2 billion, just under 1% 

GDP. For scale, the Danish defence budget 2021 is DKK 26.4 billion)
• In 2021 budget, additional 750 million for green research, and 200mill for biodiversity

• Phase out oil and gas exploration in the Danish North Sea as part of decarbonisation (55 existing oil and gas platforms will 
continue operations); estimated revenue loss DKK 13billion

• Dan Jørgensen: “If we were to say to companies that already had the permissions, ‘we’re taking them away from 
you’, the price tag on that is one that no government would be able to bear” ( Energy Charter Treaty!)

• Emissions reduction of 2 millioner ton (total estimate of necessary reduction to reach 2030 goal is ca 19 million)
• Two major energy island plans towards electrification (North Sea 2 GW, Baltic Sea 3 GW (10GW by 2030)
• Investing in CCS/electrofuels technologies
• Waste and recycling strategies; circular economy
• Incentivising energy efficiency (e.g. heating, housing isolation)
• Sustainable biomass energy policies

• Global climate action outlook 2020 (but NOT part of binding law)
• We will raise the global climate ambitions. 
• We will reduce global greenhouse gas emissions by leading the way in the green transition. 
• We will drive adaptation and resilience initiatives in the fight against climate change.
• We will shift global finance flows in a green direction. 

• We will collaborate with the business community on green solutions that make a difference.



Reactions to the ‘hockey stick approach’ 



Shiny new things over political (redistributive) 
intervention?

e.g. NO CO2 tax, despite recommendation from Climate Council and 
civil society advocacy



The Danish Climate Council Report 2021



Political context of climate change policies

• Myth of Danish climate leadership (Helene Dyrhauge, RUC)
• Tracing Danish climate leadership throughout the last decades
• Legitimacy in climate leadership in actions, not just plans
• and note the relevance of social science and humanities for discussions about

climate and ecological policies and agency…  

• Borgerting – Danish Citizenship Assembly
• Set up in context of 2019 Climate Law
• Summer 20202 - randomised invitation to 99 Danish citizens, 82 accepted
• Focus on discussing climate law policies under consideration of e.g. sustainable

business, public finances, employment, competitiveness
• Recommendations to be published in March 2021

• International positioning and commitments



Thanks for your attention!

• EuroMemo conference, autumn 2021 (check www.euromemo.eu for 
dates)

• EuroMemorandumn 2021: A POST-COVID 19 GLOBAL-LOCAL AGENDA FOR A 
SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION IN EUROPE

• XR Scientists workshop series spring 2021: The University at a time 
of climate and ecological emergency

• Join us on Thursday 18 March 2021, 12-14 on Zoom (all details at 
https://xrdk.org/en/science/)

http://www.euromemo.eu/
https://xrdk.org/en/science/
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